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s a perceptive Bob Dylan once sang, 
“the times they are a-changin’…” 

Nowhere does change feel more 
close to home than in our own neigh-

bourhoods and communities. These are the settings 
surrounding us that strike at the centre of who and what 
we are and, conversely, either positively or negatively define 
how others view us. The buildings and familiar sights we 
pass in our daily commute; the weekend spots welcoming 
our families; the attractions and landmarks standing 
fixed, frozen in a particular time—all form a tapestry of 
collective significance in our lives and memories.    

Do these landscapes purposefully reflect what is 
important to us? Are we engaging in a significant way 
with local environments? Are we speeding by, intent on 
getting to more advantageous destinations, or worse, 
fully closing our eyes to the issues that might plague 
struggling areas? Rich in cultural, social and physical 
meaning, the places we inhabit have a profound impact 
on our sense of place, how we value and perceive 
ourselves in the present, and they also shape the aspira-
tions and objectives we envision for a bright future. 

As a consequence of such lofty responsibility and 
expectations, landscapes sometimes need to be given the 
opportunity to adapt. They can be granted a chance to 
reconnect to the community in a meaningful way, to 
change and reinvent with fluidity in order to spark a 
newfound dynamism. The art of local revitalization is 
a decidedly tricky challenge, loaded with many precon-
ceived notions, ideas and opinions. There may be a valid 
need to revive and re-imagine the locations we dwell in, 
but where, when, how? 

The viewpoint that things are best left unaltered or 
unchanged can actually cause sliding regression and acci-
dentally undermine good intentions. Take for example 
when residents do not actively frequent an area, build-
ings and infrastructure then fall into disrepair, economic 
investment and incentives are withdrawn, and unsavory 
elements become rooted and perpetuate deterioration. 
Indeed, if areas are permitted to stand still at all, it promotes 
a public’s shared feeling of “location stagnation.” 

In light of the alternatives, we should encourage a 
path to responsibly revitalize the spaces surrounding us 
with positive initiatives that strive to benefit everyone 
and do the most good.   ›
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specific key area for revitalization is the built-
up, urban component of any region. Typi-
cally, this is seen in the downtown and other 
“hub” locations in an area. Great success has 

been realized in returning to lifestyle development that seeks to 
have diverse, “mixed use” amenities available within a walking 
distance; making the area adaptable to private/public intentions 
and catering to all stages and walks of life: professional office, 
tourism, retail, restaurants, residential and greenscapes. 

Even looking at relatively simple initiatives, such as adding 
attractive landscaping, the installation of more pleasing, secure 
lighting solutions, or opening up an accessible side street as a 
walkable, traffic-free zone, all contribute to the ongoing evolution 
for energetic living. Doing this sensitively and inclusively, with an 
aim to bringing all sectors of the population alongside the vision, 
is critical for a steadfast commitment to the overall process. 

Successful districts and projects show that areas should not 
revitalize at the expense of wiping out historical aspects. Build-
ings can be rehabilitated with mindful “adaptive re-use” of the 
existing built heritage, sensibly saving economic and environ-
mental resources, as well as architectural features from a funda-
mental, often vanishing, past. Norman Tyler, urban planner and 
architect, stresses that people and visitors are always attracted to 
areas which retain their historical character and charm; there-
fore, recycling, conserving and respecting what already exists is 
always an obvious advantage. Immense responsibility resides in 
bringing continuity to public locations; value must be placed in 
long-term solutions that are sustainable into a promising future. 
“Preservation is a viable tool of promotion, and protection of 
historic structures can most effectively be done through estab-
lishment of a regulated historic district,” says Tyler.  

He rightly interprets that downtowns have traditionally 
provided a focus for local communities, giving a place for public 

expression, interaction and celebration to its residents. “By 
going downtown, one could associate a place with the concept 
of community, and this did much to create an identity and a 
common sense of purpose.  

“Without this deliberate focus, the community’s centre is 
gone and, as the writer Gertrude Stein once said, ‘There is no 
there there.’ ” Accordingly, he notes, it can become persistently 
difficult to get local support for projects and activities that hinge 
on participation and involvement with others. As our society 
becomes more mobile and detached, the need for a place with 
which to identify becomes increasingly essential. Vibrant down-
towns can energize entire communities and are a real catalyst for 
revitalizing additional landscapes. 

Though it’s highly unlikely citizens will ever spontaneously 
assemble at inviting public spaces nestled in the centre of towns, 
clasp hands and sing cheery songs of goodwill, à la so many 
heart-warming, “community-centric” movies of the 1930s and 
40s, the underlying motivating sentiment can be the same today. 
It’s about a return to significant meeting places for its individ-
uals, so vital to the feel, spirit and pride of any area. 

Today, two major developments in Niagara typify the concept 
of re-energizing a community’s core while at the same time 
maintaining the historical value, adding to its cultural compo-
nent, and blending with the existing landscape.

a
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Port Dalhousie 
revitalization

PROJECT: port pLace 
overview: After years of vocal tussling 
between developers, the region and 
community public interest, Port Place, 
the new waterfront project seeking to 
infuse fresh spirit in Port Dalhousie’s 
historic district, could begin construc-
tion this summer. If sales of the condo 
units–priced from $500,000 to more 
than $3 million–go well, demolition of 
much of Port’s commercial core could 
begin in August. An update to Port 
Place developers Port Dalhousie Vital-

ization Corp. (PDVC): Owners Dan Raseta and Ralph Terrio 
announced in June they sold their company to developer Derek 
Martin of Landform Canada Construction in Acton. Landform 
has a joint venture agreement with Niacon Construction of 
Niagara Falls. 
Location: Designated waterfront and marina property, Lock 
and Lakeport Streets.
offering: Port Place includes a 17-storey, 80-unit residential 
building, a 450-seat theatre, a 70-room boutique hotel and a 
public courtyard. 
timeframe: Construction should begin between summer/
fall 2011 and early 2012. A 24-month construction schedule 
estimates a completion date between summer 2013 and winter 
2014. 
cost: More than $80 million.
architects: The Kirkland Partnership Inc. of Toronto
michael kirkland, principal architect on the project with 
Toronto based TKP - The Kirkland Partnership, comments on 
the strategy, ideas and real issues involved in the sensitive rede-
velopment of the area.

Working within a historically significant area is a challenge. What are 
your thoughts on conserving a cultural landscape to understand and 
transform a space with modern-day, contemporary concerns? 

mk: An existing urban landscape with character deserves inter-
ventions which are sympathetic and supportive. What this 
means in particular circumstances depends upon the nature of 
the character in a given case. Is the context of the site made of a 
uniform scale, a consistent style, a certain historical period or a 
recognizable morphology (building shape, street type, etc.)? 

In the case of Port Dalhousie’s commercial area, the character-
istic quality is not a consistent style or period but is about scale 
and pedestrian orientation, particularly on the two principal 
building streets: Lock and Lakeport. There is a low building scale, 
including the height and width of buildings, with structures 
built to the line of the sidewalk with retail shop and restaurant 
frontages. Those streets should be reinforced by infilling build-
ings of a similar scale in the gaps, with contemporary buildings 
with similar colours and materials and “intensity of detail.” Had 
these streets been Bath, England (Georgian), or Williamsburg, 
Virginia (Colonial), this would be simple, if dull. Port Dalhou-
sie’s buildings are limited in width, masonry brick (with some 
wooded elements) construction with some “craft” details. The 
bay expression of our project provides similar expression but in 
an authentic form; built as contemporary buildings, as were all 
previous buildings at their times of construction. New buildings 
which do not reinforce the street tableau because of size or mate-
riality or scale are best kept off of the “heritage” frontages.

In our case, economic revitalization is an important goal for 
what is now a failing district. Our proposal includes a condo-
minium residence building and a theatre, buildings too large or 
too simple to participate in the heritage street frontages. They 
are held back from the street frontages so as to not be seen from 
Lock or Lakeport, such as the new condominium. Likewise, the 
theatre’s bulk is effectively embedded in the ground because of 
the slope of the site. The plan for the site also includes a boutique 
hotel which partially occupies a retained historical Austin House 
Hotel structure on Lock Street.

How do you intend to re-integrate aspects of the area that people 
identify as special, unique and important? 
mk: As a port, and then resort settlement, Port Dalhousie has 
always had special qualities we associate with such places. The 
marina, carousel, restaurants and cafes and “tourist” retail are 
indicative of waterfront towns. There are several problems with 

The Port Place  
project includes a 
17-storey, 80-unit 
residential building, 
a 450-seat theatre, a 
70-room boutique hotel 
and a public courtyard. 
Construction could begin 
this summer.

it’s about a return to significant meeting 
      places for its individuals, so vital  
  to the feel, spirit and pride of any area.
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what is now on offer including its fragility (frequent turnover), 
seasonality (desolate winter season), diversity of offerings and 
quality. As a result of these weaknesses, the buildings are not 
reinvested in and are in a state of decline and disrepair. The 
demographic base for Port continues to narrow to that of a 
summer student venue. Nevertheless, and understandably, many 
people have a fond memory of times spent at Port Dalhousie in 
summers past. The beach and lakeside park are regional treasures 
but the buildings and businesses do not constitute what they 
might be: the Niagara Region’s public waterfront. The Port Place 
project promises, in one move, to extend the year round value 
of Port Dalhousie, to improve the value and diversity of area 
businesses and attractions, and stabilize the remaining heritage 
building stock. New buildings must be built of a quality which 
not only respects but adds to the heritage quality of the area. 

How have you defined an “appropriate degree of intensification” 
for this district? in your opinion, what is the correct balance when 
obvious change is required?
mk: Port Dalhousie’s commercial district is a finite precinct in 
what was once a separate small town. It has natural boundaries 
that limit its expanse. The best way to address this question 
might be to ask if a proposal meets certain performance stan-
dards. These might include:
1. Intensification which does not offend the districts heritage 
assets. Does the proposal undermine the heritage streets? Are 
new elements presented in a way that preserves views, in-fills 
gaps, revitalizes existing buildings?
2. Economic vitality that stabilizes businesses on the site but also 
on adjacent property. Will the proposition mean a more stable 
business environment?
3. Amenity for area visitors. Will the proposal make a visit to Port 
a more pleasurable and amenable experience? Is the diversity of 
offerings improved? Will it attract a wider audience? Will people 
living on site add to the vitality of the precinct?
4. A proposal that stabilizes physical heritage. Will the proposal 
provide a sufficient economic and cultural boost to the district 
such that building owners can invest in the revitalization and 
presentation of the building stock?
5. Quality of life for adjacent neighbours. Can all this be accom-
plished while preserving the precinct as a desirable place for 
neighbours in terms of the service it offers and quality of life? 
Can traffic be moderated or at least not exacerbated? Will late 
night noise be controlled or mitigated? Will it be a proud place 
for area residents to take visitors and family? Will the appear-
ance of the area be improved? Will the ground floor entirely 
be devoted to public use? Is there an increase in public service 
functions on the block? Is the block more “Public”?
We think analysts who have reviewed the proposal all think 
these questions can only be answered affirmatively. Is the 
proposal exactly right in every detail? It intends to be; we 
shall see. It is “best practices” brought to St. Catharines and 
should succeed for everyone’s benefit. All of the elements of 
the project are thoughtful and work symbiotically. Less would 
not do. “Incremental revitalization” has failed; some critical 

mass is necessary. This was the conclusion of the OMB (Ontario 
Municipal Board), which supported all aspects of the project 
and deemed it good planning. It will be a great destination.

How does your project strive to include sustainability practices and 
design, traditional and alternative methods, to promote responsibility 
and good stewardship?
mk: The Port Place project will be a good model of the best 
sustainability practices. The scheme has been designed in accor-
dance with principles that would qualify it for LEED certifi-
cation (Leadership in Energy & Environmental Design). This 
means that a number of elements in the project are positive 
contributors to reduced energy and water consumption, reduc-
tion in greenhouse gasses and reduced transportation costs. 
Features include efficient heat pumps for heating and air-condi-
tioning, operating windows, blinds and shades, low-flush toilets, 
use of rainwater for on-site irrigation and water features, curtain 
wall windows which control leakage, re-use of on-site building 
materials, high efficiency lighting, etc. Most importantly, Port 
Dalhousie and its physical assets will be sustained and enhanced 
into our descendants’ futures.

What do you feel the cultural, social, physical legacy of the port 
dalhousie area will be?
mk: Port Dalhousie has, for those who have visited it over a long 
period, a poignant meaning. It’s a place of remembered child-
hood, coming of age, tranquil summer evenings, frenetic nights, 
games, music, flirting, and escape. All places evolve, some for 
the better, others less fortunately. Crystal Beach, Niagara Falls, 
Niagara-on-the-Lake, the Vineyards, the Niagara Escarpment, all 
have both historical memory and changed states. Port Dalhousie’s 
legacy will be sustained in a matured form. It remains fundamen-
tally a place of action, reflection, repose and dreams. Like all such 
places it poses the question of who you are and how you might 

Construction on the city's multi-arts 
venue, which will be paired with Brock 
University's relocated Marilyn I. Walker 

School of Fine and Performing Arts to the 
abandoned Canada Hair Cloth building, 

is expected to start in 2012. Below is an 
arial view of the downtown layout. Right, 
the architectural rendering of the  multi-

arts  facility on St. Paul  Street.
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have been. It is simultaneously a place of distraction and contem-
plation. It should be exceptional. Necessarily, it is other than your 
daily life. Port Place will constitute a re-branding for St. Catha-
rines and the Niagara Region by providing a sentinel seen from 
Lake Ontario and the vital district celebrating public life.

Downtown st. Catharines 
revitalization

PROJECT: performing 
arts centre (pac)
overview: There is a strategic plan 
over upcoming years to revive St. 
Catharines’ downtown core back 
to its once lively former glory. 
Construction on the city’s much 
anticipated multi-arts venue, which 
will be paired with Brock Univer-
sity’s relocated Marilyn I. Walker 
School of Fine and Performing Arts 
to the abandoned Canada Hair 
Cloth building, is expected to start 
sometime in 2012. As of today, 
the designated land is being razed 
and prepared for the development, 
readying the site for the centres, 
a new $30-million Carlisle Street 
parking facility, and the emergence 
of a more “public friendly” down-
town streetscape, have all attracted 
the attention of investors who expect 
the core to be revitalized.

Location: St. Paul Street at Carlisle Street
venues: There are four venues in total: 800-seat concert hall, 
285-seat recital hall, 180- seat film theatre and 150-seat theatre/
dance venue.
opening: Fall 2014
cost: Approximately $54 million including design, construction 
and land costs.
funding: The project will be funded by the three levels of 
government with approximately $18 million coming from each 
the federal, provincial and municipal levels of government.

architects: Diamond and Schmitt 
Architects of Toronto

PROJECT: Brock 
university’s mariLyn i. 
WaLker scHooL of fine 
and performing arts 
Location: Rehabilitation of the 
former Canada Hair Cloth building 
for multi-purpose use by the 
departments of Dramatic Arts, 
Music, Visual Arts and the Centre 
for Studies in Arts and Culture. 
facilities: New facilities will 
provide state-of-the-art produc-
tion centres and workshop support, 
music practice facilities, art studios, 
lecture and seminar rooms, as well 
as a versatile stand-alone 250-seat 
theatre for drama students. Under 
a unique joint agreement with the 
City of St. Catharines, the Marilyn 

EMErgIng LAndSCAPES 
keeping an eye on change

Bay Beach gateway project, crystal Beach – Town of 
Fort Erie public/private partnership, seeking to build private 
beachfront condos and other ventures mixing with shared 
public areas. www.town.forterie.ca 

niagara-on-the-Lake/st. david’s residential development 
– Upcoming unprecedented growth for the protected, heritage 
community in the form of new residential townhomes, semis, 
and detached homes. 

port colborne downtown face-lift – Design consultant 
Aecom has been hired for the creation of a detailed streetscape 
design for the Downtown Central Business District Community 
Improvement Plan. The hope is to get the CIP designed and 
ready by the end of 2011. 

downtown niagara falls – Queen Street has  
transformed radically over the past few years, thanks to  
a development spearheaded by Historic Niagara Development 
Inc., and the revitalization will continue. New streetscape 
designs are in the works, more businesses and the 
welcoming of a new dialysis centre. 
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I. Walker School of Fine and Performing 
Arts will have use of PAC’s recital hall and 
film theatre in support of its academic 
programs.
opening: Design consultation began in 
March 2011, construction scheduled for 
early 2012, early 2014 occupancy
cost: Anticipated $43 million
architects: Diamond and Schmitt Archi-
tects of Toronto
scott ritchie, City of St. Catharines 
urban design planner 
provides insight into the 
renewal rationale.

Working within a histori-
cally significant area is a 
challenge. What are your 
thoughts on conserving 
a cultural landscape to 
understand and transform 
a historical space with 
modern-day, contempo-
rary concerns?
sr: Even our historic 
neighbourhoods need 
some flexibility to grow 
and evolve along with the rest of the 
city. We absolutely need to conserve our 
special places, but we also can’t treat them 
as a museum if we want them to func-
tion. St. Paul Street, the city’s traditional 
main street, for example, has a special 
character and many handsome old build-
ings. The storefronts and upper floors 
have been allowed to change numerous 
times over the years, but the integrity of 
most of the buildings remains intact. The 
place still has a distinctive “main street” 
feel. Change is not necessarily a threat 
to cultural landscapes, if the spirit of the 
place remains.

How do you intend to re-incorporate the 
aspects of the area that people identify as 
special, unique, important? 
sr: Site design, landscaping and archi-
tectural controls are the main tools we 
use to promote compatibility with both 
neighbouring buildings and the historic 
streetscape. We can use building setbacks 
and height limits to regulate scale and 
form, and we are now preparing urban 
design guidelines for the downtown 
which will establish new building design 

and landscaping requirements. The main 
objective of these guidelines will be to 
promote development that supports and 
builds upon traditional building patterns 
in the core.

How does your project strive to include 
sustainability practices and design, tradi-
tional and alternative methods, to promote 
responsibility and good stewardship? 
sr: Urban development by its very nature 
is green due its compact form, mix of uses 

and housing forms, and 
lower dependence on 
the car. By promoting 
the downtown as a desir-
able place to live and 
do business, we hope-
fully lessen demand for 
outward expansion for 
new subdivisions and 
remote business parks.

What do you feel the 
cultural, social, physical 
legacy of the downtown 
area will be and how do 

you see it being incorporated into the fabric 
of the city’s future?
sr: The downtown of the future will be 
much like the downtown of the past. It is 
the cultural heart of this community. As it 
was a century ago, downtown will continue 
to be a compact, diverse, vibrant centre. 

anything else important you wish to communi-
cate with readers and wish to address here? 
sr: When we try to manage change in 
neighbourhoods, the term “compatible 
development” often arises. Some assume 
“compatible with” means “the same as” or 
“identical to.” I disagree. When we design 
to promote compatibility, we design 
buildings that can coexist harmoniously 
with one another. They don’t need to be 
identical, but should be representative 
through the use of similar massing, mate-
rials, setback and style. This is a critical 
issue as we anticipate more compact 
development proposals in existing estab-
lished neighbourhoods. Townhouses 
and low-rise apartments can be perfectly 
compatible with detached houses, if 
designed well. Queen Street is a good 
example.  NM
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